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BACKGROUND
Why are we selling her?
No doubt many potential buyers will ask this first. Despite our advancing years, we’ve owned Breeze
for approaching a third of our lives, and two thirds of our sons’. As the years advanced, we recognised
we weren’t as sprightly as we used to be, and a brace of dodgy knees finally persuaded us it was time
to down-size.
Under sail
Without exception, the many, many people who’ve taken her helm have been astonished at how
responsive, balanced and well-behaved she is. She rewards you with an exciting sail in almost all but
the quietest conditions. She can be sailed comfortably with 2 crew, with the mainsheet taken forwards
to the cockpit. To race, she ideally needs 4 crew to get the best out of her and sail to her handicap, all
of them having plenty to keep them occupied! In this respect, she’s a great team boat.
All the sail controls are routed to the cockpit, especially important when sailing 2 up – there is no
need for anyone to leave the cockpit when under sail.
Staying on board
The spacious well and cabin provide plenty of room, not just for day-to-day use, but partying! Her
hospitality record was set at her first regatta with us – cooking for, and feeding, 15 people - under
cover! In better weather, the large aft deck and well provide plenty of outdoor space for socialising.
The gooseneck is extended, allowing it to be raised before fitting the awning, giving 6ft headroom
under the sail.
When we fitted her out 20+ years ago, a double bunk was high on the list of priorities. This was
achieved with a pull-out on the starboard side, leaving a walkway past it. The extra cushion makes a
fine backrest during the day and provides stowage for bedding behind.
The electrical system provides the convenience of LED cabin lighting, although the oil lamps still add
ambience (and some heat in colder weather!). The USB charging points are very convenient indeed
and the solar controller lets you know the battery state.
The cooker is very efficient and, on multiple occasions, has cooked for groups of 10+.
Provenance
There is a wealth of digital and hard copy documents, which will go with her. These include: Launch
day photograph, many old photographs, current and previous sail plans, Lloyds Register of Yachts
entries, keel and rudder designs, newspaper articles, project documents for the current rig, several
articles about her, written for the Cruiser Class magazine, the list goes on.
In addition is her Facebook Page, which, looking back, is about us as well as Breeze. We’re open to
discussion on that.
The following pages give a lot more detail about her, and what will be going with her. She will change
hands fully equipped and working, with all essential equipment, to be enjoyed straightaway. This
includes a Swinging Mooring on Barton Broad for the remainder of the 2020 season.
We would be delighted to show serious buyers around her and take them for a sail, provided they
have the necessary capital immediately available. Any survey would be most welcome.
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Vital Statistics





LOD:
LOA:
BEAM:
DRAFT

32’
39’
9’6”
4’2”

Construction





Designed and built by Ernest Collins of Wroxham in 1924
Pitch pine on oak hull
Pitch pine decks and cabin roof with epoxy boarded covering
Wintered ashore and meticulously maintained annually

Rig













‘Integral topsail’ rig (all goes up and down together), 827 sq.ft.
Sails (topsail, working jib, main) by McNamara
Wardrobe includes McNamara genoa and Saturn Sails storm jib
2 stage slab reefing system
Hollow mast in Douglas Fir by collars of Oxford
Douglas fir bowsprit and jib boom
Carbon fibre topmast and gaff
Aluminium boom
Wickham Martyn furling gear
Lewmar 30 self-tailing jib winches , Lewmar 16 sail trimming winch, 2 x winch handles
All running rigging routed to the cockpit, except jib halyard.
NOTE the previous rig (~1,000 sq.ft), with mast, sails, spars, boom and much of the running
rigging is available at no extra cost, if desired.

Mechanical and electrical









Tohatsu 6HP long shaft saildrive outboard with high thrust prop and battery charging, c/w
remote fuel tank and hose, and rudimentary but very effective remote controls. Very well
maintained. One careful lady owner (Breeze). Never raced or rallied.
12V electrical system with fuse panel, LED cabin lights, navigation lights, bilge pump on float
switch, ‘cigar lighter’ socket. Battery under guarantee until 2022
Wiring installed and commissioned for solar panel, with controller, 2 x USB charging points,
additional lighter socket. (solar panel not included)
Butane gas system with 4.5kg bottle and regulator in fibreglass locker, set into the foredeck
LP Voyager 2500 gas cooker with 2 hobs, Grill, grill pan and oven.
Jabsco baby sea toilet, with pull-out wash basin
Boat Safety Scheme certificate until 26/4/21

Accommodation




5 berths (3 single, one, pull-out double) in 2 cabins separated by half-bulkheads
Berth cushions in good condition
Heads with pull-out wash basin over
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Equipment


















All racing prize plaques will stay with Breeze
Acrylic canvas Awning (with stays), over-cover and sail cover
Acrylic canvas companionway cover, soft cabin door, cabin tidy, 2 x halyard bags, 2 x winch
handle holders, 2 x trotter box screens
Varnished cabin doors (not currently in use)
22kg mudweight with line
2 Rhond hooks
3 long mooring warps with clips
4 long fenders
Mast gear
High and low crutches
Pair solid brass oil lamps on gimbals
Barometer and clock
Cabin mirror
Teak toothbrush rack
Custom made teak loo and kitchen roll holders
Curtains and rods / stretchers
New tube of metal polish!
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